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MACHINERY ATVs

A quad ready for 
work and play

By Alex Heath

CAN-AM has been causing quite a 
stir in the ATV market of late, claim-
ing its latest round of updated Out-
lander models provide performance 
and practicality in equal measure.

To find out whether this is true or 
not we took the company’s smallest 
quad, the Outlander 450 Pro T3, 
and put it through its paces herding 
cattle on a beef unit and lugging 
loads on gamekeeping duties.

The main event with all Can-Am 
quads is the engine and this is no
exception on the 450. Built by sister 
company Rotax, the 427cc engine 
produces a gutsy 38hp.

It is naturally high revving, with 
infectious power delivery charac-
teristics. However, it can be tamed 
via a ‘work’ mode for inexperienced 
riders. Using a different key, this 
sees top speed limited to 40kph, 
but crucially does not limit power 
or torque output.

Instantly
Can-Am’s continuously variable 
transmission handles the power 
well, putting it to the axles almost 
instantly. The combination of the 
transmission and engine meant we 
never actually needed to put the 
bike in low box, for either ascending 
or descending banks.

The low-down torque is
phenomenal for the engine size 
and, because the quad weighs in at 
about 320kg, it does not have too 
much bulk to lug around.

Engine braking is surprisingly 
strong for the size of machine and 
does a good job at keeping every-
thing free of drama during descents.

Four-wheel drive is activated by a 
rocker switch just above the throttle 
and is seamless in engagement. How-
ever, the 450’s A-arm and torsional 
trailing arm suspension got a mixed 
reaction. While it is adjustable, set-

rWinning performance 
from updated Outlander

A generous 750kg towing capacity is offered by the 450 Pro T3.

■ Model: Can-Am Outlander 
450 Pro T3
■ Engine: Rotax, 38hp, 427cc, 
single-cylinder, liquid cooled
■ Suspension and brakes: 
Double A-arm (front), torsional 
trailing arm (rear), with 214mm 
twin disc brakes (front) and 
single disc (rear)
■ Rack load capacities: 
54.4kg (front), 109kg (rear)
■ Towing capacity: 750kg 
(braked), 590kg un-braked
■ Dry weight: 308kg
■ Price: £6,750 plus VAT

ATV specifications

Gear selector is unconventionally on the right-hand side.

ting it to every rider’s style resulted in 
it wallowing about in the softest set-
ting or bone rattling in the stiffest. 
There seemed to be little middle 
ground, but it coped well when cor-
nering and under heavy braking 
whatever setting it was on. Brakes are 
sharp and effective, complemented 
by light, precise electric steering.

The seat is wide and comfortable, 
and a back rest for the rider is now a 
standard piece of equipment if the 
quad is homologated for road use, 
according to the manufacturer. How-
ever, this is a nuisance when jumping 
on and off the quad, to such an extent 
that an Olympic gymnast would be 
proud of the flexibility required to 
vault on to the seat. It is not hard to 
remove, so this could be an option.

At the rear is a useful-sized, water-
proof storage box offering nearly 11 
litres of space.

Just as well too because, while the 
rest of the quad’s plastics are robust, 
it seems style over functionality has 
won out in some areas. In particular, 
at the rear, the mudguards do not 
offer adequate protection as a lot of 
mud is thrown into the air and at the 
rider. Likewise, the front mudguards 
are not much better.

With ATV security an ever-increas-
ing concern, the manufacturer has 
incorporated a few protection
devices. The first is its Digitally
Encoded Security System which 
means every bike has its own individ-
ual key to start it. Complementing this 
is a parking lock on the gear selector, 

which prevents the quad from simply 
being rolled away.

Overall, we think the Can-Am 450 
will be a family favourite on the farm. 
It has several useful features to help 
with security and rider ability, 
coupled with good driving perform-
ance across a wide range of terrains.

The Can-Am 450 
Pro T3 could 

prove a useful 
all-rounder.
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